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SCROLL, A Superconfiguration Collisional Radiative Model With External Radiation.
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Abstract. A collisional radiative model for calculating non-local thermodynamical -
equilibrium (non-LTE) spectra of heavy atoms in hot plasmas has been developed. It takes
into account the numerous excited an autoionizing states by using superconfigurations. These
are split systematically until the populations converge. The influence of an impinging
radiation field has recently been added to the model. The effect can be very important.

Introduction
Radiation hydrodynamical simulations of laser produced plasmas require knowledge of

the level populations of ions for their average charge Z*, their ionization energy, and their
radiative properties. This knowledge is also necessary to interpret the emission spectra from
hot laboratory and astrophysical plasmas. A common approximation in these problems has
been to assume local thermodynamical equilibrium (LTE) -i.e. Saha-Boltzmann populations.
The LTE approximation was used, for example, to develop the STA theory[l, 2]. However,
non LTE effects are of dramatic importance to laser produced plasmas [3] - because of
unavoidable gradients and radiative losses. To reach beyond LTE, one needs a collisional
radiative model (CRM)[4] which requires transition rates between all levels.

For heavy ions of interest in laser fusion and x-ray lasers there are multiple charge
states and extremely numerous excited and autoionizing manifolds. Although some highly
efficient computational methods have been developed in the last decade[5, 6], there still
needs to be some type of averaging procedure to treat the numerous excited configurations.
Recently, we presented a model that is based upon the same method as the Super Transition
Array (STA) theory, using superconfigurations (SCs) [1, 2] as effective levels with a rapidly
convergent procedure that provides the detailed configuration non-LTE spectrum in the limit.
This model, called "SCROLL" (Super Configuration Radiative cOLLisional) [7, 8] -
calculates for the first time the effect of the numerous excited and autoionizing states on
ionization balance and spectra of heavy elements. Furthermore, SCROLL provides accurate
and detailed non-LTE opacities and emissivities which can serve as reliable benchmarks in
the development of simpler and faster on-line models that can be used in numerical
simulations of radiation-hydrodynamics. With the progress in computer hardware, we are
considering using SCROLL for building atomic databases for hydrodynamical simulations.
Since SCROLL has been already described in previous publications[7, 8], we will give here
only a short overview and report on a the introduction of external radiation field in the model,
and we will give examples.

1 Mailing address: c/o Naval Research Laboratory, Code 6730, Washington, DC 20375 USA.
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Overview of SCROLL
SCROLL is an iterative collisional radiative model where the units of populations are

superconfigurations. Because superconfigurations (SC) are loosely defined groups of

numerous configurations of similar energiesfl, 2], they can be refined in a stepwise manner

until some convergence is reached. SCs are constructed from supershells C7, which are unions

of energetically adjacent ordinary atomic subshells s e CT, s = } s = nslsjs . A SC is defined

by a set of supershell occupation numbers Qa . The Qa electrons are distributed among the

subshells s eGin all possible ways subject to YJQS ~ Qo • When the superconfiguration
sea

structure is fixed, the populations of the SC are obtained by solving the CRM rate equations:

!=- = _ # „ £ / ? - - . + %NT7>RW<* (1)
dt " s> " " s> " " ~

where Nz; are the SC populations and R^> are the SC transition rates, averaged over

the initial configurations Ce E and summed over all final C'e E' . A basic initial

assumption (relaxed in the course of the computation, as explained below) in this model is
that within a superconfiguration E, the configuration populations NQ are distributed

according to the Saha - Boltzmann statistics: The SC average rates can thus be written as

RSS' = 2 Uc RCC (2)

C'eS'

where RQQ< are the configuration average rates, and Uc are partition functions. In the

Qa(8pQp)
case of one-electron jumps, we have Rcc< °c RQ((X,P). RQ((X,P) is the

8a8p
radial integral associated with the transition and is computed with the HULLAC code. The

problem is estimating the average value of the shell occupation numbers qa in a

superconfiguration. It was shown in ref[9] that these average values can be computed with
the help of a partition function algebra.

The assumption of LTE within SCs is relaxed by a convergence procedure where at each

step, supershells are split, giving rise to a new set of SCs in Eq.(l). This splitting is done in a

systematic manner following a "binary tree" algorithm. The initial population of these new

SCs is taken as proportional to their partition functions. All the necessary new rates are then

computed. Actually, only the occupation number factor needs to be re-evaluated, since the

RQ (CC, p) are taken from a pre-computed database. Then the steady state CRM matrix is

rebuilt and solved. A sparse matrix algorithm is used, since the SCs belonging to charge

states differing by more than one unit are not connected. The resulting populations are then

compared to the initial ones. The SCs are split in this way repeatedly, until all Afc converge.

This convergence process eliminates gradually the explicit dependence of the rates - eq. (2) -
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on the LTE Boltzmann factors in UQ. In the configuration limit it disappears completely.

Note that in order to accelerate the convergence of this process, the temperature assumed for
the LTE populations within the SC is not the electron temperature Te, but an effective
ionization temperature Tz defined by Busquet[10].

Introduction of external radiation
Photo-ionization is treated in SCROLL as other radiative transitions, except that the final

state is a SC with one free electron. The free electron wavefunctions are computed
consistently with the other wavefunctions, like for dielectronic recombination. Bound-bound
transitions use the B Einstein coefficient. The plasma under consideration is supposed to be
homogeneous and optically thin. This scheme is the most flexible for building databases
connected to hydrodynamic simulations. In that case SCROLL will be applied to elementary
plasma cells, and radiation transfer would be computed separately. SCROLL can handle any
distribution of photons specified numerically. Obviously, if the plasma were subjected to a
Planckian radiation field at Tr= Te , LTE would be recovered, even at low electron density.
Consequently, it is very desirable to include radiation effects in databases for hydrodynamical
simulations. The problem is how to describe the radiation field in a database. For direct drive
ICF, the radiation field is far from being Planckian. Figure 1 shows a typical intensity
distribution extracted from a radiation hydrodynamic simulation. It is compared with a
Planckian approximation (Tr=200eV) and with a diluted Planckian distribution (Tr=1000eV,
D=0.001). The effect on the plasma of these two distributions is very different: The average
charge Z* is 41.67 with no external radiation, 43.16 with Tr=200eV, and 50.09 with
Tr=1000eV,D=0.01.

Figure 2 shows the influence of external radiation fields on the emission spectrum of a W
plasma, with the two above mentioned distributions. The effect is very important, even with a
rather small dilution factor. We are exploring the possibility of describing the radiation field
by a superposition of Planckian distributions.
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Figure 1. A typical radiation field in a simulation of laser produced W plasma, compared with

Planckians at Tr =200eV and Tr =1000eV, with a dilution factor D=0.001.
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Figure 2. Theoretical emission spectrum of a tungsten plasma, at Te=550eV and Ne=9xl020

cm'3 with no external radiation (plain thick line), with a Planckian at Tr=200eV (dotted line),

and with a diluted Planckian at Tr= lOOOeV ,D= 0.01 (gray line)

Conclusion
It has been shown that in a non-LTE computation, SCROLL is able to compute

populations of highly ionized heavy elements with external radiation fields. The effect of
these fields can be very important, since a Planckian radiation field at Tr= Te would retrieve
LTE at any density. SCROLL can compute the effect of a numerically specified photon
distribution, but a compact description for interfacing with hydrodynamical simulations is
needed. Work on that subject is in progress.
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